
BUILDING SPECIFITACIONS
FOR SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSES



BUILDING SPECIFICATIONS



FOUNDATION AND STRUCTURE

The houses' foundations are constructed using reinforced concrete and elements 
supported on the footing, using precise, computer-calculated dimensions. 

The vertical structure is comprised of reinforced concrete pillars and basement 
walls, while the horizontal structure is constructed using reinforced concrete waffle 
slabs. 

All the dimensions of the structural elements comply with current standards. 

EXTERIOR ENCLOSURES
The house walls are constructed with fired brick and Termoarcilla thermal 
clay blocks, rendered externally with cement mortar and two coats of 
smooth, exterior plastic paint in white, with anti-mould treatment. 

Internally, the enclosure is clad with fired brick and plastered over the 
majority except for particular points that have been given a different finish.  
There is thermal and acoustic insulation between the exterior and interior 
enclosure, and an air chamber. 

CONSTRUCTION METHODS



CONSTRUCTION METHODS

ENCLOSURES BETWEEN DIFFERENT HOUSES

The partition walls between houses are constructed with two skins of fired 
brickwork, in between which there is a layer of thermal and acoustic insulation. 

INTERIOR PARTITION WALLS
The partitions within each house are comprised of fired brick and cement mortar, 
with different finishes depending on the type of property. 

ACCESSIBLE ROOFS
Accessible roofs and terraces are constructed from asphalt primer, with sloped 
formation, protective mortar layer, two-ply roof membrane and protective mortar 
layer and adhesive for the porcelain stoneware flooring, measuring 30 x 30 cm. 
Coping and guttering are finished with 2 cm-thick Macael white marble pieces. 

NON-ACCESIBLE ROOFS
Consisting of vapour barrier, waterproofing, thermal and acoustic insulation layers, 
with sloped formation and finished with a layer of gravel on the slope. 



PVC EXTERNAL CARPENTRY
Fixed, hinged or tilting external windows, depending on the project, with 
a 5-chamber PVC profile, reinforced edging in galvanised steel, and 
double-glazed with a clear, hermetically-sealed Climalit 4/16/4 dehydrated 
air chamber. Perimeter metalwork at various points, thermal bridge break 
and polyurethane interior and exterior sealant with elastic putty. 
Brand: White PVC CORTIZO. Hinged, A 70 system. Sub-frame, overlap 50 
mm 
Aluminium rolling shutters will be fitted in each bedroom, with an 85 mm 
PVC drawer. 

CARPENTRY

PEDESTRIAN ENTRANCE AND GARAGE

Pedestrian entrance with folding doors and vertical-tilt garage door in black 
lacquer with metalwork and motorised garage door with remote control.

HOUSE ENTRANCE DOOR

Security door for access to the house, with various anchor points. Single door with 
folding opening, dimensions 900 x 2050 mm, finished on the outside with a navy 
decorated panel and with an interior steel sheet, colour on request. 
Finished on the inside in white lacquer, in the same colour as the interior doors. 
External door handle in 500 mm stainless steel, hanging fittings and a spy hole. 
CORTIZO brand. 



ENCLOSURE BETWEEN DIFFERENT HOUSES

Internal single door, housed mechanisms for sliding or tilting, depending on the 
project plans, horizontal grooves, constructed from MDF, edged on 4 sides and 
lacquered in white, 35 mm thick sub-frame, with variable widths available as 
appropriate to the coatings. 
Steel metalwork and hinges, with handles finished in brushed chrome, similar to 
the attached sample strainers. 

FITTED WARDROBES
Folding or sliding doors, depending on the carpentry specifications, edged on four sides 
to a 30 mm thickness, horizontal grooves, constructed from MDF and lacquered in the 
same white as the internal doors; steel metalwork and elongated handles finished in 
brushed chrome. 
Cupboard interior lined with 19 mm melamine boards with horizontal and vertical 
shelving, drawer units, shoe and trouser storage modules and stainless steel hanger 
poles. 

CARPENTRY



MINIMALIST EXTERIOR BALUSTRADES

The exterior balustrades on the viewing terraces use a minimalist modular system 
constructed from an aluminium alloy U profile with an anodised finish and a clear 
laminate safety-glass barrier without hand rail; all fixed to the concrete structure 
with high-resistance mechanical anchorage system. 
This system minimises the visual impact of the balustrade and allows for an 
uninterrupted view. 

CARPENTRY

STEEL EXTERIOR RAILINGS
Patio area and stairs down to the garage having railing with laminate 
steel posts, bars and hand rail, anchored by pins.

WOOD AND STEEL INTERIOR RAILINGS
Railings on the internal staircases will have a steel structure topped with 
a polished, varnished wooden hand rail. 



NATURAL POLISHED STONE FLOORING

The grandest, most public areas of the house preserve the original natural stone 
flooring (white Macael marble), treated with a fine polish and shine. 
The skirting is in the same natural stone and treatment. 

BEDROOM AND BATHROOM FLOORING
A warmer, cosier finish is used in the bedrooms and bathrooms. In these areas 
porcelain stoneware is used, in an elongated design to imitate wood, in muted almost 
grey colours, cemented with CI masonry mortar in a similar grey to the shelving, placed 
on a fine layer of floor-levelling paste, 2 mm thick. 
The skirting will be in the same porcelain stoneware used for the flooring. 
Grouting will be selected later in a colour that matches the design so that it is as 
imperceptible as possible. Minimum grout joint from 1.3 to 3 mm 

INTERIOR FLOORING



BATHROOMS
The bathrooms walls will have the same finish as the walls in the rest of the 
house, except for the shower and bath areas. 
The bathrooms will therefore be finished in perlite plaster with angle 
beading at the corners and painted with smooth, matte plastic paint on the 
plaster and the suspended ceiling, with a primer base layer and two top 
coats. 
The wet zones will be constructed from porcelain stoneware with a texture 
similar to microcement, in grey and fixed with the appropriate cement 
adhesive. 

WALL COVERING

PERLITE PLASTER

Plastered using an alkaline-resistant mesh and finished in perlite with angle 
bead at the corners

INTERIOR PAINTWORK

Two coats of smooth plastic paint in matte white, on plastered walls, in either 
gypsum or perlite. 



INTERIOR SUSPENDED CEILINGS

Continuous suspended ceilings formed by 2 cm thick laminate plasterboard 
and painted white to match the interior walls, with lighting or curtain 
recesses depending on the project. 

SUSPENDED BATHROOM CEILINGS
The bathrooms have continuous suspended ceilings formed by 2 cm thick water-resistant 
laminate plasterboard and painted white to match the interior walls, with lighting 
recesses depending on the project. The bathroom suspended ceilings are painted with 
smooth, matte plastic paint on the plaster on the false ceiling, with a primer base layer 
and two top coats. 
When appropriate, there will be a 1000 x 1000 mm steel hatch for internal heating units. 
The hatches will be hidden from view in the ceiling, as they will be painted white so that 
they do not stand out. 

SUSPENDED CEILINGS



PLUMBING AND TAPS

SINKS

ROCA Diverta porcelain bathroom sinks in white, 500 x 380 mm, equipped with 
Thesis collection single lever mixer taps on the edge of the sink, with porcelain 
shell and a flow limiter at 6 l/min and plughole, both in brushed chrome. With a 
swan neck. 

SHOWERS

Acrylic shower trays with drainage system. Dimensions: 90 x 90 cm and 150 x 80 
cm. Thesis collection shower head and plughole, both with a chrome finish. Front
shower screen up to 2 m high comprising of a sliding door and translucent fixed
glass panel with aluminium profile and polished chrome finish.

TOILETS
ROCA Meridian low profile porcelain toilet in white, with dual flush cistern. 
Dimensions 370 x 645 x 790 mm. With lid and stainless steel hinges.

BIDETS
ROCA Meridian porcelain bidet in white, dimensions 360 x 560 x 400 mm 
with bidet lid and stainless steel hinges. Equipped with a Thesis model 
single lever mixer tap on the bidet edge, with a ceramic shell, flow limiter 
at 6 l/min. and swivel stream regulator and plughole, both with a chrome 
finish. 



ELECTRICITY AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Complete renovation of the electricity and telecommunications system throughout 
the property, with top-level electrification in compliance with current standards, 
including a circuit for the automatic garage door. 
Each house will have fibre optics and television cables pre-installed. 
Mid-range systems with a white finish. 

ELECTRICITY, TELECOMMUNICATIONS, LIGHTING AND SECURITY

LIGHTING
Different lighting options will be used in the houses, such as recessed lighting in the 
ceiling, wall fittings, pendant lights, LED strip perimeter lighting; with all components in 
the mid-range. 

SECURITY
The SECURITAS DIRECT VERISURE FAST alarm kit will be available: an anti-theft 
protection system for the house comprising of a central microprocessor with 4 zones, 
with a telephone transmitter to the alarm's central receiver and two infra-red detectors. 
FERMAX anti-vandal digital video intercom will be installed at every house. 



HEATING AND VENTILATION

Two ducted air conditioning units will be installed, using the Split air-air XL 
system, distributed through rectangular ducts, using R410A gas and consisting of 
two heat pumps with an inverter system. MITSUBISHI FDUM71 VFNP model or 
similar, with nominal cooling and heating power of 7.1kW. Ducts are constructed 
from high density rigid mineral wool with exterior wall insulation in reinforced 
aluminium sheet with fibreglass mesh and acoustic insulation in the interior 
walls. Air supply and extract grilles in anodised extruded aluminium, with 
individually adjustable blades, 425 x 225 mm, mounted on rectangular ducts 
(supply) and wall-mounted (extraction). For guaranteed ventilation there will be 
self-regulating extraction unit openings in any properties that require it, with a 
maximum flow of 21 l/s, comprising of white plastic grilles. 

HEATING, VENTILATION, PLUMBING AND DRAINAGE

PLAUMBING
Interior plumbing for the kitchen and bathrooms constructed with cross-
linked polyethylene (PEX) for cold and hot systems. 

DRAINAGE
New interior water-drainage systems will be available in the kitchens and 
bathrooms, using PVC tubing. 
There will also be 100 mm thick airborne soundproofing at the elbows. 






